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CONTENT



Tone
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Overall, the current tone used by MCWD is conversational and approachable.

However, the wording can become lengthy and duplicitous.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Avoid repetition of message points

• Continue using phrasing that makes 

the reader feel they are a valued part 

of the water-conservation process 

(thank you, please, we, our)

• Avoid dictatorial language

• Maintain tone of helpfulness



Simplicity
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One strength of MCWD materials is that (for the most part) each conveys one key message.

Text is simply written and easy to understand (aside from specific technical pieces).

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Convey no more than one key message per piece (with no more than 

3 supporting points)

• Continue using easy-to-understand phrasing

• For technical pieces (ex: water heater improvements) use simple 

step-by-step instructions and avoid using unfamiliar nomenclature 

(such as “H2S”)

• Avoid long blocks of copy; utilize subheads and bullet points

• Ensure key messages have top priority and are not buried 

Always tie the key message (desired behavior) back to a 

consumer benefit

• Utilize call-to-action messaging (call/visit website for more information)



Consistency
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MCWD materials do provide a consistent perspective and avoids contradictions. 

The “Water Wise” concept is a strong way to bridge materials with consistent messages, calls-

to-action or technical upgrades.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Use “Water Wise” more frequently across related 

branded materials

• If not “Water Wise,” develop a consistent branding phrase 

to serve as an at-a-glance identifier 

• Keep in mind look/voice of previous related materials

when composing new pieces



Content Recommendations
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Tone Recommendations: 

• Avoid repetition of message points

• Continue using phrasing that makes the reader feel they are a valued part of the water-conservation process (thank you, 

please, we, our)

• Avoid dictatorial language

• Maintain tone of helpfulness

Simplicity Recommendations:

• Convey no more than one key message per piece (with no more than 3 supporting points)

• Continue using easy-to-understand phrasing

• For technical pieces (ex: water heater improvements) use simple step-by-step instructions and avoid using unfamiliar 

nomenclature (such as “H2S)

• Avoid long blocks of copy; utilize subheads and bullet points

• Ensure key messages have top priority and are not buried 2-3 sentences in paragraphs

• Always tie the key message (desired behavior) back to a consumer benefit

• Utilize call-to-action messaging (call for more information, visit the website, etc…)

Consistency Recommendations:

• Maintain use of “water-wise” consistently

• Develop and utilize a consistent branding message (tagline)



DESIGN



Font/Typefaces
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Inconsistent typeface and font sizes can lead to readability and identification issues.

Some fonts can be difficult to read, even at a large size.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• MCWD to choose a consistent font or set of fonts

• When choosing font color, ensure readability with 

background colors (or avoid using shaded/colored

backgrounds with color type)

• Avoid long paragraphs or very 

detailed lists



Photography & Illustrations
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Photography is used to great effect in these materials.

Illustrations are clear and communicate specific messages well.

However, some illustrations skew towards a younger audience 

and conflict with tone of the message content.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Avoid overlaying type directly on top of 

photos

• Keep illustrations consistent with seriousness

of messaging



Tables & Charts
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Tables and charts are used effectively and communicate well.

Hierarchy is easy to understand and data is fairly clear.

Keep in mind readability for future tables. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

• For tables (spreadsheet-type presentation), 

use alternating ledger-type rows or columns 

in shades of gray or blue to help with ease 

of reading



Color
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The brand palette (blue/white/black) is used well and in some cases to great effect.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• In pieces that require more color variety, use grays 

and tints of the MCWD blue to increase variety

• Avoid producing materials that obviously deviate 

from the brand color palette



Ornaments & Design Elements
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Many materials are very clean and seem evergreen.

Most are well-organized.

Others can seem cluttered or dated: victims of overuse of certain design elements.

Some design elements can interfere with clarity of information.

Documents low on decoration absolve the need for future redesigns, aiding efficiency.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Avoid overuse (or use) of certain design 

elements: drop shadows, oddly-shaped 

text boxes, unnecessary color gradients, 

and ornamental borders



Design Recommendations
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Font/Type Face Recommendations:

• Consistent font or set of fonts used for all materials

• Increase the ease of readable by using a consistent font

• Avoid the use of colored backgrounds underneath blocks of type

Color Recommendations:

• Use grays and tints of blue to increase the variety

• All documents should follow the brand palette (blue/black/white) 

Photography/Illustration Recommendations:

• Avoid overlaying type on the photos

• Make sure illustrations are not reading as “juvenile” as opposed to playful

Table/Chart Recommendations:

• Use ledger style rows or columns to help with readability

• Make sure font size is not too small in the data cells

Design Element Recommendations:

• Keep documents clean and easy to read

• Decorative elements should be used sparingly and with greater restraint



RSE Recommendations 
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• RSE recommends assembling a specific style guide for exclusive MCWD usage. 

This guide will identify a set of typefaces, color palette, and design elements.

• The guide will also be used for all future materials developed to ensure consistent overall 

brand communication. 


